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Sarnico Spider - Boat of the Year in Europe

The Spider,  Cantieri  di Sarnico’s latest creation, proudly received last January 20, the 
prestigious "European Powerboat of the Year 2007" award. It was presented during the 
Düsseldorf Boat Show, in Germany by a special Jury composed by representatives of eight 
Boat Magazines from just as many nations. The craft was selected as best boat of the year 
in the 40 to 50 foot category, for it’s design, performance, comfort, quality and price. 
This prize is recognized as Europe’s most important title because it is assigned by a 
group of experts of various nationalities.

 This is Cantieri di Sarnico’s second preeminent recognition received in recent years, after 
the success of model Sarnico 50 and distinction as "Boat of the Year" at the Genova Show 
of 2005.Of aristocratic style, yet quite sporty, the Spider’s innovative design carries along 
an unmistakable hint of tradition. Its hull matured by agonistic experience, the craft’s 
whole  technical  profle  and  equipments  are  geared  towards  maneuverability  and  top 
performance. Such attributes have led the Spider to conquer not only the feld media but 
also shipowners, forcing the Shipyard to considerably increase it’s production capacity to 
satisfy  the  market’s  demand.The  Spider  was  created  by  the  most  famous  Italian 
designers:  Carlo  Nuvolari  and  Dan  Lenard  for  above  water  and  deck  lines,  Brunello 
Acampora for hull lines.

 The  comfort,  elegance  and  originality  of  the  interiors  are  the  exclusive  product  of 
Cantieri di Sarnico’s artisans, while engineering was as always the work of the Besozzi 
Selvetti studio. Sporty by design as well as performance, the Spider reaches 39 knots with 
double IPS 600 engines, which also provide ease of mooring thanks to the joystick. Born 
for the enjoyment of a couple it extends it’s living quarters to a central cabin reserved for 
children, guests or the captain, depending on the options chosen.

 The various two-shaded colour schemes exhalt the beauty of the lines,  enhance the 
exclusivity of the product while allowing the owner to express his personal taste. The 
Spider is a radiant, mediterranean boat featuring an electrically retractable bimini-top to 
provide the cockpit with shade, when needed. The areated living quarters below deck 
open to the outside through a sliding door of generous proportions. The owner’s cabin 
and bath are remarkably roomy and ceilings are of comfortable height. Tucked under the 
electric transom hatch is the garage, designed to hold lots of equipment as well as the 
tender.
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